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Abstract: Building resilience is a core element of urban resilience that refers to both the (1) intended
physical change of the building stock and the related blue, green, and grey infrastructure, as well
as (2) the social process of increasing resilience through the goal-driven cooperation of scientists
and practitioners. Building resilience at the interface of science and practice is characterized by
tensions and a range of approaches to dealing with tensions. To specify this proposition, this research
note adopts a strategic spatial planning perspective and introduces the typology of “motors of
change” from organizational and management research. We focus on a goal-driven motor of change
(“teleology”) and highlight three approaches to dealing with tensions: developing a strategic focus
of knowledge integration, setting priorities to enhance resilience as a pro-active ability of disaster
risk reduction (DRR), and compromising in the management of trade-offs, such as those between the
scales of resilience. For the purpose of illustration, this research note refers to examples of building
resilience at a local level in Germany, dealing with heat stress in urban areas, managing the risk of
extreme flood events, and analyzing the resilience of innovative infrastructure solutions.

Keywords: compromise; disaster risk reduction (DRR); motor of change; setting priorities; strategic
focus; teleology

1. Introduction

The decade from 2011 to 2020 was the “hottest” in history and the average global
temperature by 2020 had risen by 1.2 ◦C since the start of the industrial era [1]. With
extreme weather events becoming more frequent and the negative impacts of climate
change intensifying, the need to enhance resilience seems to be clear. Around the globe,
resilience has become the hope for many that cities and regions are increasingly capable of
dealing with risks and uncertainties related to hazards in the context of climate change,
especially extreme events and their potentially disastrous consequences (e.g., [2–7]).

Some scholars argue that the high diversity of resilience understandings provides the
term with something of “poor scientific status” [8] (p. 15) or, even worse, something that is
“vulnerable” to ideology-driven misuse and over-biased policy making (e.g., neoliberal
policies of allocating responsibility to private actors, but not sufficient resources [2]). How-
ever, we suppose that the term “resilience” has some merit, if the multiplicity of meanings
of the word is taken into due account [9] and if we consider the “messy history” [10] of
the term. Meerow and colleagues [3] dealt with the messy history of resilience, especially
urban resilience, and provided a definition as a starting point for our argument:

“Urban Resilience refers to the ability of an urban system—and all its constituent socio-
ecological and socio-technical networks across temporal and spatial scales—to maintain
or rapidly return to desired functions in the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change, and
to quickly transform systems that limit current or future adaptive capacity” [3] (p. 45).
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We understand building resilience as a core element of urban resilience that refers to both
the intended physical change of the building stock and the related blue, green, and grey
infrastructure, as well as the social process of increasing resilience through the goal-driven
cooperation of scientists and practitioners. Hence, building resilience is related to all four
subsystems of urban resilience mentioned by Meerow and colleagues [3] (p. 45): urban
form and infrastructure, networked material and energy flows, socio-economic dynamics,
and governance networks.

Meerow and colleagues argue that scholars and practitioners need to address tensions
in urban resilience [3] (p. 45). There are conceptual tensions, as well as tensions that
specifically arise at the interface of science and practice, for translating the concept of
resilience into an “implemented reality” in cities and regions. The consideration of tensions
is also important to accomplish disaster risk reduction (DRR). For instance, DRR is rooted
in general risk management concepts (e.g., acceptable risk, risk reduction plans [11,12]).
The ideal type of risk management cycle of prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response,
recovery, and rehabilitation emphasizes anticipation and planning. In contrast, there are
resilience scholars who underline the limitations of effective planning in an uncertain
world and who argue not to underestimate the need for reactive management [13]. Hence,
if we address issues of building resilience and DRR, we should not omit tensions.

On a highly abstract level of argumentation, tension stands in contrast to incoherence
and harmony. In the case of incoherence, elements of social relations and individual actions
are not related. In the case of harmony, elements fit together without tensions like conflicts
and dissonance. On a more specific level, tension is an umbrella term that covers different
kinds of tensions (e.g., conflict, dilemma, dissonance, duality, paradox, and trade-off).

In this research note, we argue that tension is useful as an umbrella term, if multiple
kinds of tensions and ways of dealing with them are considered (and not only through
referring to different contents and context conditions of tensions). The overall research
proposition is as follows: Translating the concept of building resilience into practice is character-
ized by a multitude of tensions, and framing these as tensions of different kinds is crucial to analyze
the effectiveness of dealing with such tensions.

For instance, trying to negotiate compromise in the case of the diverging mindsets
of people, with regard to the limitations of planning in an uncertain world, may be an
ineffective way of dealing with this type of tension. Dealing with diverging mindsets often
requires the justification of priorities, in order to regulate which mindset is more important
in which situation and the reasons for this.

The purpose of this paper is to provide a conceptual, mainly descriptive, and process-
oriented contribution to the research that deals with tensions at the interface of science and
practice, especially in the form of collaborative projects between scientists and practitioners.
Three comments on this purpose and how we accomplish it are in the following order:

(1) We label our contribution as a research note, because we expect that the note may
be helpful as a conceptual input into more ambitious future research contributions (such
as providing an extensive literature review of tensions in building resilience to natural
hazards, conducting intensive comparative case study work to elaborate on causal research
propositions, or testing specific hypotheses through the quantitative analysis of many
cases [14,15]).

(2) To accomplish this purpose, we qualitatively analyzed a broad range of scientific
publications covering conceptual, theoretical, and empirical contributions to the research.
To achieve this, we used categories of strategic spatial planning [16–19]. We also referred
to the process-oriented typology of “motors of change” as suggested by Andrew Van de
Ven and Marshall Scott Poole [20,21] in organizational and management research. This
helped to clarify the focus of the research note on the goal-driven processes of building
resilience (teleology in contrast to social change as dialectical change, life-cycle change, or
evolution). We “derived” three process patterns that are illustrated by results from our
own completed empirical research projects (see [6] for a summary): developing a strategic
focus, setting priorities, and negotiating compromise. The three project examples address
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different contents of resilience building at a local level: dealing with heat stress and heat
waves; managing flood risk, especially the risk of extreme flood events; and infrastructure
resilience. In summary, this paper is the result of desktop research on a conceptual level
based on our own previous empirical work.

(3) This research note seeks to address a specific and important research gap: dealing
with tensions of building resilience at a local level and at the interface of science and
practice requires “true” process-oriented research [22]. Even if there are many research
contributions that address issues of dealing with tensions in resilience building, for in-
stance [2,4,23], process research on building resilience through managing tensions still needs
to be enhanced [6,24–27]. A strategic spatial planning perspective, as well as the typology
of “motors of change”, is an ideal goal for this research purpose.

The following is structured into two main sections. Section 2 presents the framework
of our conceptual argumentation (strategic spatial planning, motors of change, especially
goal-driven processes, and three process patterns of building resilience at local level and
at the interface of science and practice: developing a strategic focus, setting priorities,
negotiating compromise). Section 3 conceptually elaborates on the three process patterns of
dealing with tensions, not least through referring to project examples of building resilience
at a local level in Germany. Section 4 concludes the research note.

2. Strategic Spatial Planning in Projects at the Interface of Science and Practice

There are many different perspectives to approach the topic of building resilience to
natural hazards at the interface of science and practice [28,29]. This research note is based
on a strategic spatial planning perspective. Hence, we need to clarify what characterizes
this perspective and how this relates to our topic. For our work, we adopt the widely
acknowledged understanding of strategic planning proposed by Louis Albrechts:

“Strategic planning is selective and oriented to issues that really matter. As it is im-
possible to do everything that needs to be done, “strategic” implies that some decisions
and actions are considered more important than others and that much of the process lies
in making the tough decisions about what is most important for the purpose of produc-
ing fair, structural responses to problems, challenges, aspirations, and diversity.” [19]
(pp. 751–752).

Planning scholars, such as Louis Albrechts and Patsy Healey, underline that strategic spatial
planning should not be confounded with strategic planning in business organizations. Three
reasons for this are especially noteworthy. Firstly, strategic spatial planning encompasses
categories of spatiality at the core of strategy-making (e.g., spatial levels, node, territory,
location). Secondly, this approach to planning is less characterized by analytical procedures,
as in case of business organizations, and more by situational and value-laden decisions on
how to make “the tough decisions about what is most important” [19] (p. 752). Thirdly,
all three dimensions of strategic spatial planning—content, process, and context—are,
in principle, equally relevant to accomplish planning efforts [17,18]. This research note
emphasizes the processual dimension of spatial strategy making in cities and regions.

2.1. The Processual Dimension of Strategic Spatial Planning and the Focus of the Research Note

Based on deep theoretical and case study work, Patsy Healey provides a summary
account of process patterns of strategic spatial planning. According to Healey [16], four
processes characterize strategic spatial planning: scoping the situation, mobilizing attention
for change in cities and regions, enlarging the “intelligence” of collective action (for instance,
through new expert knowledge and the consideration of lay knowledge), as well as creating
frames for collective action and selecting actions (e.g., joint projects at the interface of science
and practice).

This research note focuses on how actors involved in building resilience create frames
and select actions. Frames provide a direction in collective action. Action with tangible
outcomes is important to facilitate a trust-based cooperation between actors with different
perceptions, mindsets, and interests. Creating frames and selecting actions are necessary
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activities of strategic spatial planning [30] and are often characterized by tensions. The
deliberation on options of dealing with tensions is a necessary condition of successful
strategic spatial planning [17,18].

However, the conceptual element of “creating frames, selecting actions” remains
rather abstract. Therefore, the following section specifies this element as a goal-driven
process of social change in contrast to other types of social change (teleology in contrast to
dialectics, evolution, and life-cycle change [20,21]). Social change and strategic spatial
planning are closely related, because the latter is commonly understood as “transformative
governance work” [16] (p. 440).

Subsequently, we further differentiate the notion of a goal-driven process in three
more specific process patterns at the interface of science and practice in the form of a
project: (1) developing a strategic focus of collective action, especially with regard to
tensions in knowledge integration; (2) setting a priority on building resilience and DRR as
pro-active ability; and (3) negotiating compromise, if managing trade-offs is possible. We
use project examples from our own recent empirical research in Dresden/the Free State of
Saxony/Germany to illustrate these three process patterns (Table 1).

Table 1. Research focus on building resilience as a goal-driven process of social change and three
process patterns that are illustrated through project examples at a local level in Germany.

Building Resilience as
Goal-Driven Process

Illustration of Creating Frames and Selecting Actions through
Project Examples at the Interface of Science and Practice

Developing
strategic focus

The project example “HeatResilientCity” (HRC) in
Dresden-Gorbitz illustrates tensions in knowledge integration at

the interface of science and practice. Strategic focus on the
common topic of dealing with heat stress and heat waves in
urban areas facilitated an agreement between scientists and

practitioners of which local measures to analyze and actually
implement in the “real world”.

Setting
Priorities

The project example in Brockwitz/City of Coswig nearby the City
of Dresden illustrates how to justify setting a priority on building
resilience to pro-actively reduce disaster risk, for instance, through

analyzing structural alternatives (dike construction vs. house
lifting) to reduce the risk of extreme flood events and through

using tools for visualizing the results of such analysis.

Negotiating
compromise

The project example TRAFIS on creating a “sustainability check”
illustrates that negotiating compromise is not only important to
manage conflicts between interests, but also to manage trade-offs
in analyzing the complexity of urban resilience to natural hazards
(perturbations of infrastructure systems as part of urban systems).

Source: Project examples from our own empirical research (see [6] for a summary of contents and methods, see be-
low Section 3 for how project examples are used to illustrate the three process patterns, and the acknowledgements
for formal information).

2.2. Dealing with Tensions in Goal-Driven Processes of Change

Similar to strategic spatial planning, social change is also closely related to issues
of building resilience. Currently, the challenges of urban transformation in developing
sustainable solutions for pressing problems (such as, for instance, the potentially disastrous
consequences of climate change in cities and regions) seem to reach the center stage of
debates on urban resilience. Building resilience entails the vision of a better future through
more resilient cities and regions. DRR entails the vision of a better future in which less
disaster risk exists. Hence, both imply the imagination of a different future in relation to
the present conditions.

In more general terms, change can be defined as a difference in properties (or attributes)
of a focal unit (e.g., person, organization, network, urban system) over time, measured
at a minimum at two time points. There is an abundance of concepts and theories to
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specify the focal unit, its properties, change as difference over time, as well as how and
why change occurs. Under which conditions change is amenable to intentional change is
also an important question [20,21].

Against this background, the following is based on two assumptions: (1) To concep-
tualize building resilience as social change in line with strategic spatial planning, it is
useful to adopt the theoretical framework developed by Van de Ven and Poole [20,21] in
organizational and management research. (2) This framework has not yet been adopted
intensively to issues of building resilience.

Van de Ven and Poole [20] ground their theoretical framework to analyze social change
in an extensive review of diverse literature. In order to analyze not only why this change
occurs, but also how the process of change unfolds, they identify four “Families of Ideal-
Type Theories of Social Change” [20] (p. 514). They label these families as “motors of
change”. Two of those motors are of special interest:

• Teleology: The key metaphors here are “purposeful cooperation” and “planned change”.
Social change is driven by a desired future in the sense of an envisioned end state
(“goal”). Statements on goals do not only legitimize collective action; they actually
motivate and guide the involved actors to initiate and implement change. There is a
high consensus between the involved actors on the envisioned end state and on means
that are judged to be effective and acceptable, in order to realize the common goal.
There is a significant tension between the present and the future. Actors are (to some
extent) dissatisfied with the status quo. They envision improvements and formulate
goals. They undertake individual and collective efforts of knowledge integration and
implementation, and they seek to learn from experience.

• Dialectic: The key metaphors are “opposition” and “conflict”. Dialectical change is less
future-oriented because change emerges in the present through the opposition between
parties (agents) that follow different claims and interests. Whereas a teleological
process is based on high goal-consensus, a dialectical process is characterized initially
by contradictory forces and, hence, a low goal consensus. “Change occurs when . . .
opposing values, forces, or events go out of balance. The relative strength, power, or
legitimacy of an antithesis may emerge or mobilize to a sufficient degree of force to
overthrow the current thesis or state of affairs and produce a synthesis, which then
becomes the new thesis as the dialectical process recycles and continues” [31] (p. 204).

Van de Ven and Poole [20] (p. 522) identify two further motors of change (life cycle,
evolution) that are omitted here, because both refer mainly to “prescribed” change processes
in which the social construction of tensions and effective ways of dealing with them are
less prominent than in the teleology and dialectic motors of change. Change simply occurs
due to deterministic or probabilistic “laws” that are embedded in natural or institutional
conditions. However, it is important to note that Van de Ven and Poole [20] argue for the
consideration of social change, in principle, as complex change in which all four motors
may play a role [32].

This research note conceptualizes the social process of building resilience mainly as a
goal-driven process of social change (teleology). We know that the formulation of goals to
build resilience as a contribution to climate change adaptation is different to quantitative
goal-setting in climate change mitigation. However, teleological processes are not always
driven only by quantitative goals (targets). The vision of a desired end state in the future
may encompass a multitude of frames (e.g., a “Leitbild” as a visual representation of the
desired future urban form and infrastructure of a city [16]).

We furthermore acknowledge that it is increasingly important to consider the “political
nature” of building resilience in cities and regions; however, social change, in terms of
future-oriented collective action motivated and guided by goals, is at the heart of building
resilience as well as sustainable development in general. Additionally, before studying
complex change processes that encompass multiple motors of change, especially planned
change and dialectic change [21], we should understand in more detail how actors deal
with tensions, if they follow common goals. Tensions also arise in goal-driven processes that are
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based on a high consensus between the actors involved. To show this in more depth, we need to
consider the context conditions of social change.

2.3. Dealing with Tensions at the Interface of Science and Practice through Collaborative Projects

Goal-driven processes of social change to build resilience in cities and regions may en-
compass a multitude of tensions. Tensions may differ due to different contents and context
conditions. For instance, in the context of climate change adaptation, there are different
tensions involved in managing the risk of river floods due to well-known conditions, such
as snowmelt in spring, in contrast to managing the risk of inundation due to torrential rain
that affects only few localities (e.g., the tensions between measures upstream and their
effects downstream in the case of the former, and tensions resulting from highly spatial
selective torrential rainfall in case of the latter).

This research note elaborates on the contents of tensions of building resilience through
referring to examples at a local level in Germany in the next section. Here, we focus
on tensions that arise at the interface between conceptual resilience thinking and the
translation of resilience concepts into the “real world” through implementation in practice.
Of course, this note itself cannot go into the details of implementation (this would be an
implementation study). Given that building resilience is a goal-driven process of social
change that occurs at the interface of science and practice, we highlight three types of
process patterns in dealing with tensions:

1. Developing a strategic focus: In principle, there is high complexity of goals and targets
that are relevant for strategic spatial planning. If actors seek to consider as many
goals and targets as possible, Wiechmann [18] (p. 143) labels this a synoptic approach
to strategy development. In contrast, actors may also want to avoid overambitious
and resource-demanding catalogues of goals and targets through focusing on only
a handful of desired outcomes that are relevant in the specific situation of cities
and regions. We argue that developing a strategic focus is especially important to
accomplish knowledge integration at the interface of science and practice. Tensions
arise not only with regard to the contents of knowledge integration, but also due to
different forms of (or approaches to) integration.

2. Setting priorities: Setting priorities involves argumentation to justify explicitly why
specific frames and actions of building resilience are more important than other frames
and actions. There are also cases in which actors try to avoid explicit statements about
the relative importance of frames and actions, because such statements may invite
critics to question the priority setting. Healey [16] and others underline the value-
laden “nature” of priority-setting in strategy development. In line with a strategic
spatial planning perspective, we argue that it is by no means a trivial task to justify a
priority of building resilience as pro-active ability in cities and regions.

3. Negotiating compromise: In the case of a trade-off, many “solutions are possible between
two opposing poles” [33] (p. 309). Achtenhagen and Melin [33] (p. 309) highlight that
finding a compromise in a specific situation “requires an understanding of the impact
on both poles”. The actors involved in urban resilience may determine through
negotiation which solution between the two poles leads to a compromise that satisfies
the claims and interests of the parties involved.

The purposeful cooperation of scientists and practitioners may happen in the form of
a collaborative project. Projects are combinations of “people and other resources brought
together in a temporary organization and process to achieve a specified goal. What
distinguishes projects from all other organizational activities . . . is that a project is finite
in duration, lasting from hours, days, or weeks to years and in some cases decades . . . a
project organization is temporary and disposable by design. Each project brings together
people and resources needed to accomplish a goal and disappears when the work is
completed” [34] (p. 2).

The next section reports on examples of projects at the interface of science and practice
to build resilience at a local level in Germany. The examples illustrate the three typical pro-
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cess patterns of dealing with tensions in goal-driven processes of social change: developing
strategic focus, setting priorities, and negotiating compromise.

Developing focus is the most basic form of dealing with tensions [17,18]. It is difficult,
if not impossible, to set priorities and work out a compromise without a strategic focus.
Hence, we proceed with this process pattern first.

3. Three Ways of Dealing with Tensions: Focus, Priority, and Compromise
3.1. Tensions in Knowledge Integration and Developing Strategic Focus

A goal-driven motor of change shows us why and how actors involved in building
resilience initiate and implement change. Actors are motivated and guided by a common
vision of a desired future end state to initiate change in the present and to use resources for
measures to implement this envisioned end state. In the “real world”, building resilience
is, more often than not, complex change, in which many heterogeneous elements need to
come together to generate the desired social change. The high complexity of elements is
also implicit in the concept of urban resilience [3].

Consequently, to analyze and intentionally change urban systems, complex contents
and forms of knowledge are relevant. At the interface of science and practice, efforts
of knowledge integration are especially salient, for instance, to integrate the various
contributions from different scientific disciplines and to integrate scientific knowledge with
knowledge from practice (e.g., expert knowledge from public institutions, local knowledge
of citizens and business organizations).

The knowledge integration for building resilience and DRR may be especially chal-
lenging. A disaster is defined as a “serious disruption of the functioning of a community
or a society involving widespread human, material, economic or environmental losses and
impacts . . . ” [11] (p. 9). It seems plausible to expect that an actual disaster challenges the
legitimacy, reputation, and effectiveness of those people (especially experts and further
“knowledge workers”) that have been involved, at central positions, in the various net-
works of urban systems in pre-disaster times. This should hold for an actual and, under
specific circumstances, an anticipated disaster.

Hence, knowledge integration is not only a “technical exercise” that leads to “objective
results”, but also a highly political and contested endeavor. Tensions may emerge due
to the contents and context conditions of building resilience. Tensions may also emerge
because there are multiple approaches to knowledge integration. Following Tell [35], we
distinguish between three approaches:

• Sharing and transferring knowledge: When two actors A and B share the same “body” of
knowledge, this can be interpreted as redundancy in social action: A knows what B
knows. Knowledge transfer is the process through which actors realize knowledge
sharing. The main concern of transfer is matching message and medium [31]. After
knowledge transfer, A knows what B already knew. Grant [36] points out that it is
inefficient, if actors share all knowledge.

• Using similar/related knowledge: This approach is characterized by adopting a body
of similar or related knowledge domains to accomplish a specific task. The term
“integration” does not primarily refer to relations between the domains of knowledge
involved, but to the common task and context of application. Efforts of integration
are necessary and possible because the accomplishment of a specific task requires the
application of already-related knowledge contents and forms.

• Purposeful combination of specialized and complementary knowledge to accomplish specific
tasks: In this approach, actors combine highly different and hitherto unrelated knowl-
edge by purpose and in regard to a specific task. For instance, A and B possess
significantly different and unrelated, but potentially complementary knowledge. Af-
ter knowledge integration, new knowledge emerges that is useful to accomplish a
specific task that could not be accomplished with only the existing related or similar
knowledge. Hence, knowledge integration in this third approach implies some degree
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of innovation in the knowledge development. Tell [35] points out that knowledge
combination is only possible if the involved actors also share some knowledge.

Knowledge integration is neither “one thing”, nor is integration always a “good thing”.
There are different approaches such as knowledge sharing, using similar/related knowl-
edge, and the purposeful combination of specialized knowledge; it is inefficient to share all
knowledge. Efforts of combining specialized knowledge may fail because knowledge is
not complementary. Knowledge integration often requires recurring cycles of co-operation
and trust-building between the people involved. Trust is quickly “destroyed” but only
emerges over time. This is also applicable in the goal-driven processes of social change.

It is important to consider both (1) tensions within and (2) tensions between the three
approaches to knowledge integration:

• Tensions within approaches to knowledge integration: For instance, the third approach
seeks to combine specialized and complementary knowledge. This requires that such
knowledge is available for combination and that combinatory efforts are successful in
the generation of new knowledge. The availability of specialized knowledge is based
on in-depth experiences in a certain specialized knowledge domain, whereas efforts
of combination need to draw “golden threads” through the complexity of specialized
knowledge inputs. Van de Ven and Zahra [37] argue that both too much cognitive
distance between actors, as well as too little cognitive distance, is negatively related to
knowledge combination and innovation. Cognitive distance is one manifestation of
tension between project partners. Knowledge integration at the interface of science
and practice is facilitated if project partners follow a strategic focus that is positioned
between too much and too little distance (see project example below).

• Tensions between approaches to knowledge integration: By definition, sharing and combin-
ing knowledge have tensions. Knowledge sharing means that actors have identical
knowledge. Knowledge combination means that actors are able to combine knowledge
that is different at the beginning and synthesized after combination. Hence, sharing
thrives on homogeneity and the combination of heterogeneity. Tensions between
sharing and combination are especially relevant at the interface of science and practice.
In this context, it is plausible to assume that the actors involved in a collaborative
project for building resilience have heterogeneous knowledge. Therefore, knowledge
sharing may be the “bottleneck” for finding solutions to the pressing problems of
building resilience. The project example below shows that this was actually the case
in Dresden-Gorbitz.

As stated above, with regard to strategic spatial planning, developing a strategic focus
is by no means primarily an exercise in strategic analysis, but a synergetic exercise that
leads to collective action in urban areas, motivates people to participate in governance
networks of urban systems, and facilitates knowledge integration at the interface of science
and practice [16,17,38]. The project example “HeatResilientCity” (HRC), on dealing with
summer heat stress and heat waves in the City of Dresden, illustrates this proposition.

The inter- and transdisciplinary project HRC is of medium size and involved both
scientists and practitioners with a focus on the topic of heat stress in two cities: Dresden
and Erfurt. The project lasted from 2017 to January 2021. Project partners applied a complex
mix of methods to accomplish the project goal. Particularly noteworthy is the linking of
measurement and simulation data across the scale levels of urban districts and buildings
in order to map the effects of adaptation measures for resilience building, as well as the
inclusion of the stakeholder perspective by means of surveys. A summary of the project
goal, the constellation of partners, applied methods and results can be found in [39].

Summer heat is one of the most serious environmental impacts of climate change.
Climate projections show a clear trend towards summer heat (e.g., an increase in both the
mean and maximum temperatures, IPCC 2018). The projections for the Free State of Saxony
also show an increase in temperatures. In addition to rising mean temperatures, especially
in spring and summer, increased maximum temperatures are projected. The frequency
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of summer days (Tmax ≥ 25 ◦C), hot days (Tmax ≥ 30 ◦C) and warm general weather
conditions, such as in the summers of 2003 and 2018, will increase.

This applies in particular to dense urban neighborhoods without networked green
corridors and ventilation strips. The performance and the so-called thermal comfort of
people are significantly affected, both inside and outside buildings in their neighborhood.
In order to maintain or even improve the quality of life of people in the context of climate
change, it is necessary to focus on ensuring their coping capacity, and thus focus on
resilience. The built environment—buildings and open spaces in the neighborhood as well
as blue and grey infrastructures—can be intentionally adapted to absorb thermal effects to
a certain extent, and thus reduce the exposure of people to heat stress and heat waves.

Against this background, some authors of this paper were involved in developing and
implementing the project HRC [39]. In HRC, measures of climate change adaptation were
implemented to intentionally change buildings and open spaces in two selected sample
quarters in Dresden-Gorbitz and Erfurt-Oststadt each with a different urban structure and
building types that are characteristic of many cities in Germany and Europe.

In the following, we focus on the project work completed in Dresden-Gorbitz. The
most visible and largest part of the example quarter Dresden-Gorbitz is predominantly built
up with industrial prefabricated concrete apartment buildings (so-called, post-war large-
panel construction), which were constructed in the early 1980s. A large part of these build-
ings are owned by the housing cooperative “Eisenbahner-Wohnungsbaugenossenschaft
Dresden eG” (EWG). Slightly more than twenty thousand people live on an area of about
200 hectares. Compared to the whole city, the district has a higher spatial concentration
of socially and economically disadvantaged people. However, Dresden-Gorbitz has a
relatively high proportion of green spaces.

HRC aimed to develop and implement innovative, socially equitable, and user-
acceptable adaptation measures that supported the reduction in summer heat stress on
people in buildings and open spaces. Selected measures were physically implemented in the
sample neighborhoods. A quantitative and qualitative assessment of effectiveness served
as the basis for the selection of suitable adaptation measures. The evaluation of measures
was carried out using effectiveness analysis methods based on indicators that were suitable
for measuring heat stress, in combination with user surveys on their perception [39].

In this paper, we do not report in detail the methods and results of the comparative
analysis and evaluation of measures with regard to the buildings and open spaces in the
sample quarter in the City of Dresden (see [39] for a summary). Our issue is the issue of
dealing with tensions for building resilience, especially in terms of knowledge integration.
The development and implementation of HRC illustrates both dealing with tensions within and
between approaches to knowledge integration.

From 2013 to 2017, HRC developed as a follow-up activity of the large climate change
adaptation project REGKLAM in the Dresden region, which lasted from 2008 to 2013.
REGKLAM was characterized by a very broad and complex agenda of regional climate
change adaptation topics. The agenda encompassed issues of adapting urban open space
and built structures, economic relations, and policies related to health, biodiversity, agricul-
ture, and forestry.

We hypothesize that the integration capabilities of the REGKLAM partners did not
match this broad agenda [40]. Dealing with tensions was difficult, because too many topics
were involved and the cognitive distance between many REGKLAM partners was too
high. As a consequence, REGKLAM partners formulated a climate change adaptation
program that lacked a strategic focus [40]. The climate change program is characterized
as a complex catalogue of statements on goals, targets, and measures of planned climate
change adaptation in the Dresden region. However, at present, the program seems to have
had only an insignificant impact on the strategy development in the Dresden region [30].

Based on the REGKLAM project, the partners of HRC were able to establish a strategic
focus on urban heat stress at an early time point in project development. Discussions on joint
follow-up activities began immediately after the completion of REGKLAM and involved a
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core of partners, now implementing HRC. The project partners of HRC agreed to focus on
such issues of climate change adaptation that were related to strong and relatively robust
climate change “signals” such as rising mean temperatures, a higher frequency of hot days
and an increasing probability and duration of heat waves especially in urban areas.

The agenda of HRC was also focused in terms of addressing a complex set of measures
for intended incremental change (not transformative change of the urban region). We
hypothesize that developing a strategic focus within HRC was a necessary precondition for knowledge
combination at the interface of science and practice (this was evident in the agreement of
measures that were analyzed scientifically and actually implemented in the example
quarter Dresden-Gorbitz).

HRC also illustrates tensions between the approaches to knowledge integration. Among
the project partners from practice, HRC included the housing cooperative EWG as a formal
partner, with its own budget provided by the federal government and allocated towards
investment expenditures of the cooperative. Project implementation in Dresden-Gorbitz
functioned “smoothly” not least due to the ownership structure of the EWG, which is a
housing cooperative whose representatives can make their own direct decisions about their
building stock.

Shortly after the start of the project, the selection of the buildings and a first pre-
sentation of the planned renovation measures by EWG took place at the end of 2017.
Immediately afterwards, the EWG provided planning documents, such as plans of the ex-
isting buildings and renovation plans, so that researchers could work out specific concepts
for measures. On-site inspections of the selected buildings and a comparable building that
had already been renovated were carried out. As early as spring 2018, possible adaptation
measures were coordinated between project researchers and the EWG. In summer, the
tender documents were published and tenders were obtained from construction companies.

Adaptation measures were implemented in connection with EWG’s existing renova-
tion concepts on and in the buildings between 2019 and 2020 on a pilot basis. Communica-
tion processes between scientists and the housing cooperative could be managed without
an intermediary property management company. The housing cooperative was interested
in strengthening the future attractiveness of its rental flats, thereby, taking into account the
affordability for the socially and economically disadvantaged people living there [39].

However, including a large organization with its own interests and resources may
significantly limit the innovation potential of a project. For instance, in HRC, concepts for
the optimization of summer thermal insulation were developed under the consideration of
the existing renovation concepts of the EWG. Due to this fact, some potential adaptation
measures were only partially considered or rejected under the time restrictions of the
project duration.

Other measures required additional project-budget resources of the EWG due to the
declared additional costs or caused higher rents, and thus potentially exacerbated social
injustice. With regard to long-term planning, the economic evaluation of maintenance
was of great importance in the selection of suitable adaptation measures. A preference
was given to technically resilient measures that involved as little maintenance-intensive,
failure-prone technical systems as possible.

In summary, a stable relationship between only a few partners from science and
practice may help to specify the strategic focus on dealing with heat stress and heat waves
in an urban area. However, this fit between strategic focus and social relations comes at
a “cost”. Innovative and transformative-oriented efforts to build resilience may require
a more open and inclusive approach towards the selection, analysis, evaluation, and
implementation of measures that refer to the mid- to long-term.

Hence, the example of implementing the project HRC in Dresden illustrates a tension
in knowledge integration between short-term knowledge sharing and knowledge combina-
tion and facing the challenges of the mid- to long-term future. This also illustrates the
proposition that developing a strategic focus is by no means sufficient for successful
strategic spatial planning in general, particularly for building resilience at a local level.
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Further process patterns in goal-driven social change are necessary for setting priorities
and selecting actions.

3.2. Setting a Priority on Building Resilience and DRR as Pro-Active Ability

More implicit than explicit in the definition of urban resilience provided by Meerow
and colleagues [3] (p. 45), are the tensions between resilience as a pro-active and reactive
ability. Urban resilience is defined as the ability of an urban system to rapidly return to
the desired functions in the face of disturbance. It remains open whether this is an actual
disturbance of urban systems or a disturbance anticipated by actors that is pro-actively
involved in the development of an urban area. It is possible that Meerow and colleagues [3]
had the former in mind more than the latter. In contrast, the ability to transform urban
systems to increase their future adaptive capacity explicitly points to anticipation and
pro-action. However, pro- and reactive efforts of building resilience do not always fit
together easily. This becomes clearer through considering in more detail different kinds
and conditions of disturbance.

In a complex, uncertain, and turbulent world, some disturbance of urban systems is
inevitable and increasingly “the new normal” (see [41] on “surprise management” and [42]
on “Governance in turbulent times”). There are different kinds of disturbance. The nature
of some disturbances is well-known in advance (“usual” or “known unknowns”). Still,
when they happen and exactly how they happen may unsettle the lives of the affected
actors. Other disturbances are less known (“unusual”) or even completely outside the range
of experiences and expectations of an actor (“black swans” or “unknown unknowns”).

In a similar vein, in his seminal book on “Searching for safety”, Wildavsky [43] (p. 93)
distinguishes between “quantitative (expected) surprise” and “qualitative (unexpected)
surprise”. The nature of the former is known, but its specific manifestation when it
occurs is unknown; the latter is impossible to expect in qualitative, and thus quantitative,
terms. Otherwise, by definition, such a manifestation of surprise is classified as “expected
surprise”. Wildavsky [43] (p. 93) highlights the unexpected surprise as “true” surprise.

The terms “disturbance” and “surprise” highlight the different conditions for building
resilience and DRR. The term “disturbance” is more action-oriented, whereas the term
“surprise” points to cognition about the future. If there is a disturbance, something that
could have been undisturbed is present. In the social sciences, disturbance is often related
to institutionalized action. The term “surprise” focuses attention on the cognitive–cultural
representations of future action and on the fact that expectations do not necessarily become
“true” when the future unfolds in the present.

When an actor experiences surprise, there are, by definition [6], two relevant ap-
proaches to explaining the unexpected [13]: (1) an explanation through referring to the
external context conditions of action (e.g., the change in socio-economic conditions, action
of other actors) and (2) an explanation through the relatively appropriate expectations of
an actor as internal context conditions.

Weick and Sutcliffe [13] argue that resilience requires that actors resist the temptation
to attribute success mainly to internal conditions and failure to external circumstances. The
actors interested in building resilience and especially DRR consider the full range of options:
internal conditions as causes of success and failure (e.g., appropriate and inappropriate
expectations) and external conditions of success and failure (e.g., good luck and bad luck).

Against this background, we argue that building resilience as a pro and reactive ability has
tension. This tension may have many sources and manifestations which will be elaborated
in the project example below. However, inspired by the work of Weick and Sutcliffe
on “Managing the unexpected” [13], it is plausible to expect that tensions are related to
governance networks of urban systems and that they are characterized by how actors
involved in urban systems perceive and interpret the “world” around them. Weick and
Sutcliffe explain:

“Notice that in the reactive world of the unexpected, the ability to make sense of an
emerging pattern is just as important as is anticipation and planning. And the ability to
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cope with the unexpected requires a different mindset than to anticipate its occurrence.
The mindset for anticipation is one that favors precise identification of possible difficulties
so that specific remedies can be designed. A commitment to resilience is quite different.
Resilience is a combination of keeping errors small, of improvising work-arounds that
keep the system functioning, and of absorbing change while persisting” [13] (p. 97).

Dealing with tensions is especially challenging when it comes to governance networks
and people with diverging mindsets. Differences between mindsets cannot be easily resolved
through the searching and finding of compromise because mindsets are (among others)
complex, internally structured phenomena (e.g., a cognitive hierarchy of terms that shape
the perception, interpretation, and action of human agents in urban systems; these are basic
assumptions about crucial cause–effect relations). Some actors involved in urban systems
may have a strong preference for anticipation and planned pro-action, despite experiences
of the limitations of planning complex urban systems. Others may mainly follow a reactive
and opportunity-driven strategy with an emphasis on short-term results and gains. There
may also be actors that seek to strike a balance between pro- and reactive efforts of building
resilience for DRR, but this then needs to be strengthened through political support and an
appropriate resource base for action.

Hence, actors involved in building resilience and DRR need to consider the possibility
of setting priorities that clarify the relations between different mindsets and beliefs in
anticipation and planning. We propose that building resilience and DRR are related to a
high priority of anticipation and planning, despite well-known voices that underline the
limitations of effective planning in a complex, uncertain, and ambiguous world [13,43].
The following project example on managing extreme flood events in the Dresden region
illustrates this proposition.

Disastrous flood events, such as the flood disaster related to the Elbe River and its
tributaries in August 2002, as well as multi-level governance processes, led to changes
in how flood risk was managed in European Member States. In summary terms, this
change is described as a change from “conventional flood protection” to “flood risk man-
agement” [44] (p. 309).

This disaster-induced change in policies and practices also led to more attention
towards managing the risk of extreme flood events [40]. Managing extreme events and
their potential consequences is an important topic in many research fields and practices of
designing resilience [2,45]. Not surprisingly, the notion of resilience was also discussed on
managing the risk of extreme flood events (among other reasons for addressing issues of
resilience in flood risk management [46]).

Scholars and practitioners alike emphasize that managing the risk of extreme flood
events requires a pro-active approach towards risk reduction that highlights a comprehen-
sive analysis, anticipation, evaluation, and planning [47]. Managing the risk of extreme
floods as a contribution to DRR also seems to place a priority on prevention, mitigation,
and preparedness.

As stated above, we argue that there are tensions between pro- and reactive efforts
of building resilience that need to be considered. The following project example shows
that this may justify a priority on anticipation and planning, if the specific implications of
considering extreme events are systematically worked out in strategic spatial planning. In other
words, an emphasis on pro-action requires justification based on a conceptual framework
that is able to consider tensions between pro- and reactive efforts of building resilience.
Adopting a tension-oriented perspective does not generally imply that a high priority for
anticipation and planning is avoided (this would resemble the positions taken by [43]
and [13] that are rather critical of planning).

We provide an example of analyzing and evaluating the advantages and disadvantages
of two (planned) structural measures in a local case: the conventional measure of dike
construction and the measure of house lifting in the village of Brockwitz in the City of
Coswig/Saxony nearby the City of Dresden. The inter- and transdisciplinary project
“House lifting in flood-prone areas based on the example of the Elbe village Brockwitz”
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(2017–2019) was designed in the sense of a feasibility study using a mix of methods ranging
from spatial hydrologic, hydraulic, and potential building damage modelling, analyzing the
impacts on nature and landscape, the benefit–cost analysis, citizens and property owners
involvement, as well as a general consequences assessment of action alternatives [47].

The Free State of Saxony has invested around EUR 2.6 billion in flood protection
and in the elimination of flood damage to existing protection systems since the major
flood event in 2002. The prioritization of new flood protection measures was based on
the application of criteria that took into account the extent of the damage potential, the
cost–benefit ratio, water management aspects, as well as particular impacts, consequential
hazards and protection requirements. Based on these evaluations, many priority projects
were established. However, the assessment also revealed that there were projects with
a low priority and, consequently, cannot be implemented in the near future. The main
reasons for this are often local or small-scale projects in combination with less favorable
benefit–cost ratios.

Brockwitz, a village within the City of Coswig (with about 21,000 inhabitants) and
located on the Elbe River, was also severely affected by flood events, especially those
in 2002 and 2013. Due to local conditions, a stationary flood protection facility (dike) is
contested here, as it represents a significant intervention in the cultural landscape and the
historic townscape with a 1000-year history. At the same time, it is possible to protect only
a relatively small number of buildings (affecting about 100 people), so that this project,
from the perspective of the Free State of Saxony, had a low priority and the implementation
of the measure in the near future is questionable.

This prompted the identification of suitable alternatives for risk reduction, an assess-
ment of their feasibility, and an evaluation of the consequences for the village, its residents,
and the surrounding area. Therefore, to maintain or even improve the attractiveness, as
well as the quality of life, of the town and the natural functions of the Elbe floodplain, the
City of Coswig was (and still is) pursuing the (potentially) innovative solution of house
lifting for the flood-affected houses in order to mitigate flood risk in accordance with
principles of sustainability while avoiding the subsequent costs. The following focuses
on the comparison of house lifting and dike construction as alternatives for reducing the
risk of extreme flood events, in terms of the potential damage to buildings in the relevant
local area, in the village of Brockwitz. The complex issues of evaluating measures under a
comprehensive and context-specific set of sustainability criteria (including issues of cultural
heritage, and so forth) can be found in [47].

The aim was to investigate the key issues for building resilience and sustainable
development with regard to the appropriate flood mitigation measures. Among others, the
investigation encompassed the following components:

• Analysis of the building stock focused on three aspects: (1) A building typological
differentiation of the settlement structure, as well as the incorporation of object-specific
building parameters as a basis for damage modeling and the assignment of vulner-
ability information; (2) an assessment of the building stock, including the existing
cultural monuments and the historic settlement with regard to their significance for
the preservation of monuments, cultural history and the view of the place, as well as
(3) an initial structural assessment with regard to technologically relevant boundary
conditions for house lifting.

• A damage analysis was conducted through applying the model HOWAD/GRUWAD,
which is characterized by (i) a multi-scale approach analyzing risks and risk mitigation,
(ii) innovative methods to describe the urban structure and the vulnerability as well
as (iii) a high spatial and contextual resolution of the resulting risks [48].

• Investigations were based on on-site inspections, individual case studies and archival
research. Emphasis was also given to involve the affected citizens and property owners.

Inter- and transdisciplinary investigations were used as a basis for a comparative
assessment between house lifting and conventional dike construction. Even though the
assessment was still tentative and was carried out in the sense of a feasibility study, some
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results can already be highlighted here: In the context of the conceptual framework outlined
in the previous section, the most relevant result is that the protective effect of both measures,
dike and house lifting, are somehow similar (approximately) up to a protection level of a
flood event with an “Average Recurrence Interval (ARI)” of 100 years. For events with a
higher ARI (a higher ARI corresponds to a lower probability of occurrence and, generally,
a higher ARI corresponds with a lower flood probability and vice versa), the protective
effect of house lifting exceeds that of the dike, while both measures achieve a similar
cost–benefit ratio.

Figure 1 displays this result and illustrates how managing the risk of extreme flood
events may contribute to building resilience and DRR.
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The risk curves in Figure 1 show the expected, potential damage to buildings de-
pending on the ARI of the flood events. The expected damage values are displayed in
percent related to the current situation. The colored, differential area between the curves of
the current situation and the planned alternatives with mitigation measures indicates the
prevented damage to buildings, respectively [49]:

• In case of a flood event with ARI between 10 and 50 y, both the construction of a
dike and the measure of house lifting lead to a similar reduction in the expected
potential damage.

• In case of ARI 100 y, the construction of a dike with this design standard will prevent
all damage behind the dike. If the measure of house lifting refers to the same protected
area, then, in this specific case, some damage to buildings is to be expected (about 20%
potential damage).

• If a flood event exceeds the ARI 100 y, then the dike will provide no protection.
In case of an uncontrolled, fast overtopping of the dike, this event could lead to a
catastrophic situation, destroying parts of the dike structure and several buildings, via
the flooding of their ground floors, and endangering life due to a potentially delayed
evacuation. For this reason, areas protected by a dike are referred to as “risk areas
outside floodplains” according to the German Water Management Act since 2018.
In contrast, an extreme flood event with ARI 200 y will lead to only moderate flood
levels for the lifted buildings and there is the possibility of preventing damage by
mobile systems.

Figure 1 highlights these differences between dike construction and house lifting in
terms of the expected damage potentials by the green color between the relevant curves
and illustrates that house lifting improves building resilience with regard to extreme
flood events.
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It is worthwhile repeating that the measure of dike construction leads to the avoidance
of potential damage up to a flood event with ARI 100 y, the design standard of the dike,
whereas choosing the measure of house lifting could imply the pro-active acceptance of an
increasingly higher damage potential relative to the dike construction up to its design level.

This is to say: In terms of the reduced damage potential, the advantage of house lifting
becomes obvious only if decision makers consider extreme flood events for analyzing and
evaluating measures (“outcome efficacy”, [50] (p. 159)) beyond the typical German design
standard of events with ARI 100 y.

The construction of a dike refers to two very different states of conditions that lead to
flood damage potential in the case study area: (1) no damage potential up to the design
level of the dike (flood event with ARI 100 y); (2) beyond the design level, the possibility of
a local flood disaster. In contrast, the measure of house lifting aims to reduce damage for
all recurrence intervals including water levels above the design water level of ARI 100 y. We
hypothesize that the latter facilitates a stable and relatively high local flood (risk) awareness,
whereas constructing a dike could tempt residents to develop a “false sense of security”
behind the dike and to forget the possibility of extreme flood events in their local area.

In summary, the project example illustrates that setting a priority on building re-
silience as a pro-active ability through anticipatory analysis is well-justified, because such
a priority does not necessarily undermine a strategic spatial planning perspective that pays
due attention to the limits of effective anticipation and planning in an uncertain world. An
anticipatory analysis enables actors interested in building resilience to calculate the specific
implications of managing the risk of extreme (flood) events and to display them through
means of visualization in the present. Of course, “good” anticipation and planning do not
ensure successful efforts of building resilience [13]. This proposition may be applicable,
especially with regard to managing extreme events in the context of climate change adapta-
tion. Further processes of strategic spatial planning are needed “on the ground” in cities
and regions.

3.3. Tensions in Analyzing Building Resilience and Negotiating Compromise

If actors agree on which future end state they want to realize through joint action, this
does not mean that they also agree on every implementation detail to realize their desired
common future. More often than not, there are differences in perceptions, interpretations,
interests, knowledge and expertise between actors. Especially at the interface of science
and practice in the form of a project, researchers with various disciplinary backgrounds
and practitioners with different responsibilities, experiences, and expertise need to deal
with tensions during the implementation of common goals.

At first sight, negotiating a compromise seems to be a widely applicable way of han-
dling tensions during goal implementation. At second sight, we need to consider that
compromise is effective if specific preconditions of dealing with a tension are provided.
Compromise is possible, if a problem has many feasible and acceptable solutions. A spectrum of
many solutions is based on the underlying dimensions of the problem that are character-
ized by scales that allow the continuous exchange of values (“trade-off”; the collective
bargaining to reach a compromise between representatives of capital and labor being the
typical example).

The following wants to show that dealing with tension through compromise is not
only important when it comes to trade-offs between actors with different interests, but also
with regard to the joint activities of scientists and practitioners to understand, describe, or
analyze urban and building resilience.

Urban resilience is a highly differentiated and dynamically related complex phe-
nomenon. Meerow and colleagues [3] (p. 45) provide a “simplified conceptual schematic
of the urban ‘system’” in which they distinguish four subsystems (as indicated above):
governance networks, networked material and energy flows, urban infrastructure and
form, as well as socio-economic dynamics. Meerow and colleagues [3] (p. 45) use the
summarizing term “urban infrastructure and form” that emphasizes relations between
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buildings, utilities, ecological greenspace, and transportation networks (see Figure 3
in [3] (p. 45)).

From the viewpoint of engineering, architecture, and urban analysis, it is important to
accomplish a due disaggregation of urban infrastructure and form into the detailed analysis
of single components, for instance, various types of residential buildings in cities based
on selected dimensions of the building stock (e.g., building structure types and periods of
construction [48]). The knowledge of the relations between the details of building types is
then aggregated to the knowledge of the vulnerability (e.g., operationalized as damage
potential, [48]) and resilience of spatial units within urban systems.

Hence, there is a tension, with regard to the object of interest, between generalization
(urban resilience) and specification (building resilience), not as a fundamental conflict or
dilemma, but as tensions in terms of manifold trade-offs in research and practice. Scholars
and practitioners alike need to find ways to address this tension between specification
and generalization in order to understand urban resilience [6]. The results of the analysis
should be instructive to guide decisions, but still remain feasible while considering internal
or external conditions which lie in the future. Here, the tension between general and
specific resilience is no academic discussion but must respond to very practical questions
of existing urban systems.

We claim that the positioning of the resilience perspective in between the poles of
extreme specification and extreme generalization is in accordance with the different op-
portunities and limitations of the different working levels for yielding operational results
and, as a consequence, is important for selecting a working level for producing the desired
instructions for building resilience at a local level [51]. Researchers and practitioners may
search for a compromise by combining levels of specification, with regard to the most
important dimensions of building resilience.

In between strong arguments for the maximum specification or the search for general
resilience, we perceive an “analytical space” (see Figure 2 below) to consider trade-offs
between specification and generalization. Framing a tension as a trade-off facilitates the search
for a compromise that satisfies the proponents of specification and general resilience. The
following project example TRAFIS illustrates this through reporting on a “sustainability
check” as a tool for local infrastructure development, in which the concept of resilience
was included to address issues of infrastructure service supply security [51].

The inter- and transdisciplinary project TRAFIS (2017–2019) was dedicated to ques-
tions around the sustainability transformation of local and regional infrastructure systems.
TRAFIS involved various, mainly qualitative, methods of transformation and transforma-
tive research. The development of the sustainability check was accomplished through a mix
of methods, especially a literature analysis, the practical application of the sustainability
and resilience check, and interviews with the managers of local infrastructure systems. For
the application of the sustainability check with 115 German experts, the Delphi-method
was applied [51].

Blue, green, and grey infrastructure are crucial systems within the larger urban sys-
tems. Where infrastructure services are disrupted, economic and social activities lose
momentum and safety is endangered. As a result, the provision of infrastructure services
has become a central topic of resilience research on infrastructure [52]. Generally, the
resilience of infrastructure systems has long been a core feature of infrastructure operation.
However, the attempts to explicitly differentiate the various facets of resilience, which
might be of relevance for the operation and transformation of urban infrastructure systems,
are relatively new.

Currently, this issue receives increasing attention due to two overlapping processes
which are able to challenge, on a global scale, the high levels of security of supply of
infrastructure in the Western world [51]:

• A highly dynamic transformation of infrastructure systems involving new technolo-
gies, structures, interconnections, and resources.
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• The potentially increasing pressure on systems due to various perturbations (distur-
bances) from natural, climate-related hazards (inundations, heavy precipitation, heat,
etc.), new dependencies within coupled systems and changing demand patterns.
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Figure 2. Locating the “sustainability check” through the specification of the focal infrastructure
system and perturbation (own illustration based on [51]).

Innovative infrastructure solutions are, on the one hand, a challenge to the resilience of
systems due to higher complexities, as well as new uncertainties and dependencies. On the
other hand, they also are an opportunity for a more explicit and differentiated consideration
of resilience in infrastructure development. Early phases in the development of new
infrastructure solutions for urban systems are particularly promising for the consideration
of resilience aspects, as the openness and scope for design may be relatively high with low
sunk costs (“path dependency” in the context of urban development).

Therefore, the “sustainability check” aims to help “keep an eye” on the various
infrastructure-specific aspects of sustainability before formal decisions create path depen-
dencies. Given this challenge and based on multiple research projects, a team of scholars
developed (on behalf of the German Environment Agency) the “sustainability check” for
an in-process sustainability assessment of local infrastructure innovation projects [51].

The check helps to understand the sustainability effects of a new infrastructure solu-
tion. Thus, the check is a screening instrument that also provides indications of potential
challenges, which require special attention in the development of the solution in order to
minimize undesired effects.

Currently, the “sustainability check” includes over 30 criteria to operationalize the
assessment of the sustainability of innovative infrastructure solutions at an early stage of
development. Three dimensions form the basic framework for making the sustainability
concept operational by providing criteria that can be applied at an operational “real world”
project level [51]:

• Security of supply (performance and resilience) (14 criteria);
• Natural resources (14 criteria);
• Economic viability and social justice (six criteria).
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In this context, an operational stability-oriented understanding of resilience (“bounce
back”) based on “engineering resilience” is mainly adopted [51]. To assess resilience,
system properties describing the structure, resources, and abilities of the regarded system
are differentiated by using ordinal scales. Bearing local level community resilience in mind,
the work mainly addresses the operation and administration of local level infrastructure
utilities engaged in short- and middle-term innovation processes as a part of a local
sustainability transition.

However, even in case of a focus on local infrastructure development, questions
arise on how to deal with the tension of specification and generalization, not in the
sense of a dilemma or indivisible conflict, but as a trade-off. In order to achieve this,
the “sustainability check” is located in relation to two dimensions of specification and
generalization (Figure 2).

Each infrastructure is in itself a complex system. By providing essential services,
infrastructure systems are deeply interwoven into society. Most infrastructure is enabled
by a densely related interplay of technological, socio-economic, and ecological elements
and conditions. The functioning of such socio-technical [53] or better socio-eco-technical
systems [54] integrates physical artefacts, technologies, societal expectations and behavior,
market patterns, institutional structures, knowledge and skills, legal regulations, tech-
nical standards and natural resources. To consider this complexity and to be specific
about its relevance for the “sustainability check”, five levels of specification describe the
analytical space:

• Single components,
• Artefacts (meaning a functional agglomeration of components);
• Sub-systems that include various artefacts connected by communication and control

to form the first complex functional units (the “sustainability check” focuses on this
level of specification);

• Interconnected and interdependent (sub-)systems from different domains, focusing
on socio-technical or socio-eco-technical systems;

• A regional-supra-regional level of interwoven cross-domain systems.

Furthermore, Figure 2 describes a continuum of perturbations from a focus on a single
hazard to the extreme of considering all uncertainties related to natural and man-made
hazards as envisioned by the concept of general resilience [55]. As the “sustainability
check” is an instrument of screening, it is often plausible to consider multiple, but related,
types of perturbations (e.g., climate-change-related hazards such as weather extremes).
Specific infrastructures may face disturbances from only one hazard or very few.

Based on the analytical space depicted in Figure 2, scientists and practitioners are able
to agree on multiple compromises to specify the level of infrastructure complexity and the
spectrum of disturbances (or perturbations) that they wish to consider in a joint project:

• They may jointly work on only one component of a focal infrastructure system, while
paying apt attention to all possible hazards;

• They may jointly focus on a very complex regional infrastructure system that is
embedded in international relations. Only a few and very specific perturbations that
challenge the security of the system are taken into consideration;

• Seemingly, the “sustainability check” has a different aim to these two possibilities. The
check integrates information on complex local infrastructure solutions that are (poten-
tially) innovative and at an early stage of development. Further, the check considers
multiple, but not all possible, perturbations to a secure infrastructure service provision.

In summary, the check illustrates how a compromise can be found based on the levels
of specification (generalization) with regard to the relevant dimensions of building re-
silience. This project example also illustrates the proposition that negotiating compromise
is, in case of concluding negotiations that lead to compromise, contingent on complex suc-
cess factors. In the face of the high complexity of urban systems, scientists and practitioners
need to agree on an “analytical space”, such as proposed in Figure 2, to jointly determine
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a spectrum of the possible options for collaborative work. In turn, the positioning of the
resilience focus in the analytical space can be adapted to the specific needs in collaborative
projects at the interface of science and practice in the sense of data, methods, and the
financial resources available for the analysis. This again underlines the proposition that
negotiating a compromise is based on developing the strategic focus of scientists and
practitioners and the ability to set priorities in the face of tough decision demands.

4. Conclusions

It is the aim of this research note to argue that the umbrella term “tension” is useful
if different kinds of tensions and the ways of dealing with them are considered. Based
on a strategic spatial planning perspective and an understanding of social change as a
goal-driven process (“planned change”), we highlighted three kinds of tensions and ways
of dealing with them:

• Dealing with complexity in knowledge integration through developing a strategic focus: Espe-
cially at the interface of science and practice, knowledge integration is characterized
by the complexity of contents, frames, and approaches to integration. We differenti-
ated tensions within and between approaches to knowledge integration (knowledge
sharing, application, and combination). Developing a strategic focus is crucial in the
face of increasingly high expectations of how knowledge on building resilience in the
context of climate change is generated and transferred into practice. In conclusion, we
argue that strategic focus must be understood as a necessary condition for a successful
knowledge integration to build resilience to natural hazards at the interface of science
and practice.

• Dealing with diverging mindsets towards planned change through setting priorities: Even if
the scientists and actors involved in urban systems follow a common goal for building
resilience, they will often approach goal accomplishment with different mindsets.
This is due to various reasons (e.g., variations in institutional constraints of action,
different “logics” of scientific disciplines and practice fields). Therefore, goal-driven
processes of building resilience are characterized by the demands of setting priorities,
and this is exactly what a strategic spatial planning perspective attempts to achieve.
Thereby, setting priorities entails both (1) the statement that A is more important than
B and (2) the justification of why this is the case, with regard to a specific situation
and frame of justification. We conclude that this understanding of setting priorities
is important for dealing with building resilience and DRR in the face of voices that
highlight the limitations of planned change in an uncertain world and especially the
limits of planning for extreme events [56].

• Dealing with trade-offs in analyzing the contents of building resilience through negotiating
compromise: Trade-offs are often conceptualized as trade-offs between the interests
of agents involved in urban systems. By contrast, in this research note, we argue
that trade-offs also arise at the interface of science and practice with regard to the
complexity of urban systems and the spectrum of possible natural hazards. Based on
the strategic focus for building resilience and the agreement on how to set priorities,
scientists and practitioners may be able to work out a complex “analytical space” (see
Figure 2 above) in which a multitude of specific compromises serves as a frame of
negotiations for scientists and practitioners, regarding how to develop innovative
solutions to the pressing problems of climate change adaptation in cities and regions.

The three kinds of tensions and the ways of dealing with them through focus, priorities,
and compromise indicate that the efforts of resilience building are as much about dealing
with the complexities of frames as they are about motivations, interests, power, and
institutional constraints of action. This also indicates that our research note is written from
a micro-perspective on building resilience to natural hazards. Such a perspective needs to
be combined with meso- and macro-oriented approaches that highlight the complexities of
institutionalized action and institutional change. This brings us back to the typology of
motors of social change: Building resilience is a complex change that encompasses multiple
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motors. Future research and practice need to consider both the interplay between planned
change and the politics of pluralistic, as well as the highly confrontational ways of adapting
to climate change [57].
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